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Drupal 7 First LookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Drupal 7 contains features for which site administrators have been clamoring for years, including support for fields, an improved administration interface, better database support, improved theming, and more. You could of course make a laborious search on sites, blogs, and many online tutorials that would promise to update you about every new...
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Software Engineering: A Practitioner's ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	When computer software succeeds—when it meets the needs of the people who use
	it, when it performs flawlessly over a long period of time, when it is easy to modify
	and even easier to use—it can and does change things for the better. But when software
	fails—when its users are dissatisfied, when it is error prone, when...
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Principles of Communications Networks and SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book addresses the fundamentals of communications systems and networks, providing
	models and analytical methods for evaluating their performance. It is divided into ten chapters,
	which are the result of a joint effort by the authors and contributors. The authors and the
	contributors have a long history of collaboration, both in...
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Plug-In CSS 100 Power SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	When the World Wide Web was first invented by Tim Berners-Lee, simply having

	a means to create hypertext links to other documents (including ones on remote

	computers), and to combine text and images using basic formatting, were

	revolutionary concepts that we take for granted today.





	But slowly web developers started...
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High Performance Drupal: Fast and Scalable DesignsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		How can you help your Drupal website continue to perform at the highest level as it grows to meet demand? This comprehensive guide provides best practices, examples, and in-depth explanations for solving several performance and scalability issues. You’ll learn how to apply coding and infrastructure techniques to Drupal...
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Learn Python Programming: The no-nonsense, beginner's guide to programming, data science, and web development with Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Python (3.7) and how to apply it to data science, programming, and web development. Fully updated to include hands-on tutorials and projects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of Python programming with interactive projects
	
			Apply Python to data...
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Build Your Own Database Driven Website Using PHP & MySQLSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
PHP & MySQL are the most widely used open source database and scripting technologies on the Web today. As a Web developer you can demand a lot more $$$ for your time if you can master PHP & MySQL.

Build Your Own Database Driven Website Using PHP & MySQL is a practical hands-on guide to...
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CISSP: Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study GuideSybex, 2008
Here's the book you need to prepare for the CISSP exam from (ISC)2. Written by a team of experienced security experts who know exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official test domains Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book...
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AdvancED Flex 3Friends of Ed, 2008
Whether you're a Flex 3 beginner or intermediate user, this book provides the necessary information to help you develop into an expert. Using a practical hands-on approach, it illustrates exactly how to create robust and scalable enterprise-grade Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).
The book is divided into three parts. The first part discusses...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Welcome to the Photoshop CS6 Bible, the latest edition of the bestselling reference guide on Photoshop in publishing history. Now in its 18th year, the Photoshop Bible is the longest continuously published title on Adobe Photoshop. With numerous U.S. editions, dozens of localized translations around the globe, and hundreds of thousands of...
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WordPress 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2015

	The easy, self-paced guide to the powerful WordPress platform WordPress 24-Hour Trainer, 3rd Edition provides a comprehensive, unique book-and-video package that focuses on the practical, everyday tasks you will face when creating and maintaining WordPress websites.

	

	This easy-to-use, friendly guide will show you how to create...
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Home Networking Basis: Transmission Environments and Wired/Wireless ProtocolsPrentice Hall, 2003
This complete technical guide to home network media, protocols, and implementation is the first systematic technical guide to all leading transmission media and communication protocols for in-home networking.

Using detailed simulation techniques provided as MATLAB files and SIMULINK models (downloadable from the companion website),...
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